audio recording studio
and editing room
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creative spaces for online creators

Record your voice-overs, mix soundtracks, or even
your three-piece band here. This room is equipped
with essential hardware and software that meets
your audio recording and post-production needs.

Let your creativity flourish and turn your ideas into
reality with the right tools and training, all in one place.

production studio with green screen

video editing suite

Get creative in the professional video
production studio with facilities such as green
screens, virtual video system, professional
cameras and camera crane system.
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Preview, edit and add effects
to your videos in this video
post-production suite.
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hot-desking area
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Discuss, brainstorm or get work done at the user-friendly hot-desking area.

changing and makeup room
Need to freshen up your style for your next shoot?
Come here for a change of attire, style your hair and
refresh your makeup. You can even record your
make-up tutorials and beauty online content here.

thematic sets
Shoot your videos in a “Kopitiam”,
a “train carriage”, a “1950s diner”
or stage a talk show with three
large projection screens as
backdrop! This area also functions
as a place for discussions or simply
for chilling out after a busy day of
video production.

interchangable backdrops
Create different scenes with the six
interchangeable backdrops that will
transport you to different places from a tranquil scenic landscape to
a metropolitan city.

fixed stage with wall-to-wall
screen and digital projection facility
Produce live talk shows or performances on
a stage, equipped with three projectors and
a wall-to-wall screen.

functional kitchen and pantry
Aspiring to set up your own food channel? The functional
kitchen built for cooking videos is dressed up in three
interchangeable themes - modern, country and Peranakan.
It also serves as a pantry for creators who are using the
collaboration area.

